
Use and Care Guide for QQ2 Basic Robot Vacuum 
 

This Use and Care guide helps customers to do basic trouble shooting and maintenance for their 

CleanMate QQ2 Basic robot vacuum.  

 

If you still have questions on the product or need assistance in warranty service, please feel free to 

contact support@metapo.com for further help. You can also reach them at 408-943-9308 if you want 

to talk with a product specialist. 

 

Question #1 – How to prepare floor before unit can start cleaning? 

 

Please remove any loose wire, cable, power cord, hide tassels under rug or fragile objects on the floor 

before using your robot vacuum, so it is less likely that the vacuum will catch on them or get stuck. 

 

Question #2 – How to resolve error warning light on and other abnormal conditions? 

 

 
 

Possible causes for error warning light: Poor battery contact; roller brush stuck or unit moving back. 

 

Please make sure the battery has good contacts in battery compartment. Pull the 2 metal charging tabs 

a little outwards if necessary. 

 

Check and remove any debris, hairs or small object that might tangled around roller brush, side brush 

and the wheels. 

 

Do not use the vacuum on black surface or direct sunlight because these situations will cause confusion 

to the cliff sensors on the vacuum, so the vacuum will always move backwards and report error. 

 

Also, make sure to remove the 2 protective foam pads behind the front impact bumper. Otherwise, the 

vacuum will move backwards and cause error. 
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Question #3 – How do I install battery? 

 

Open battery compartment cover, and install the battery in correct orientation with battery lifting band 

facing up (as shown in the figure below). 

 

If battery is loose in battery compartment, please pull the metal charging tabs a little outward, so 

battery can make good contact with charging terminals. Otherwise, battery can not be charged properly 

with ERROR/LOW BATT lights on, and the vacuum can not be turned on. 

 

 
 

 

Question #4 – Does unit clean carpet floor well? 

 

QQ2 Basic is a battery powered, entry-level robotic vacuums. It works best on hard floors including 

hardwood, tile, linoleum floor, etc. It is not recommended to use it on medium or high pile carpets.  

 

This vacuum is most suitable for daily maintenance cleaning because it is not as powerful as traditional 

vacuums or some high-end robot vacuums. For deep cleaning, users still need to use their traditional 

upright vacuum.  

 

Question #5 – Does unit climb up from hardwood to carpet or area rug? 

 

It can climb up from hard floor to carpet or rugs if carpet/rug is less than 1/2" thick.  

 

If the carpet/rug is too thick, it will trigger impact sensor on the front bumper, so the vacuum will turn 

around and move to a different direction. 

 



 
 

 

 

Question #6 – Why my remote control does not work? 

 

There is a protective insulation sheet under the remote control battery to prevent potential battery 

leakage during transit. Before using your remote control, please make sure to pull out the protective 

film sheet first (see attached photo). Otherwise, the remote control will not work.  

 

When you replace the remote battery, please make sure to install the new battery in correct orientation 

(see attached photo). 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 



Question #7 – How does UV light kill germs? 

 

QQ2 Basic is equipped with a sanitizing UV-C lamp tube. User can turn the UV light ON or OFF 

using the UV key on remote control. 

 

Short wavelength UV-C light can kill micro-organisms such as bacteria, virus, germs, and molds by 

damaging their DNA structures. It does not leave any harmful residues like some chemicals used for 

sanitization. 

 

 
 

 

 

Question #8 – How to avoid unit getting stuck often? 

 

It is better to remove the loose object (wire, cable or power cord, etc) on the floor before using the 

vacuum. Otherwise, it might catch upon these cable or wire and got stuck. If the carpet is high pile, too 

thick or un-even, the vacuum might also stuck more often than on hardwood floor.  

 

The CleanMate QQ2 unit is 3.5 inch (9 cm) tall, so it can go under bed and a lot of furniture to clean 

the hard-to-reach places for you. However, in some cases, the toe kick height of base cabinet or some 

furniture might be just in 3.5 inch range, the vacuum could get stuck because the clearance is not 

enough to trigger the front bumper. 

 

   
 



 

 

Question #9 – How to remove dust bin out to empty it? 

 

Occasionally, the dust bin on some unit might be sticky and hard to remove when you use the vacuum 

for the first time. In case this happens, just use a flat-tip screw driver to pry it open. It should be easier 

to remove the dustbin at a later time. 

 

Question #10 – How to avoid spark when I charge battery? 

 

Follow the AC Charger connection sequence on the diagram below to avoid sparks.  

 

First, plug the AC adapter to the manual charging port on your vacuum. Then, plug the AC adapter to a 

power outlet. 
 

 


